ARC 15 - When the Saints Come - Mission 10 - 11408.19

Summary:  Security forces and apparently Usfe herself have made it to the small communications island.  Security forces have already begun their attack with rockets to soften the targets within.  Commander Senn was beamed back to the Claymore after being knocked back from a close call from one of the missiles.  Usfe disappeared shortly after Commander Senn was beamed away.  Sickbay continues to work on their guest.  She is scared and when the memories of her abduction return the implanted chip within her head begins to flood her brain with commands causing severe seizures.  Councilor Foster caused a short between his comm badge and Usfe's force field.  The Claymore last registered his life signs as flat line.  There is no further contact with Foster.  Captain T'Shara and Lieutenant Kytides have reached the main center.  They begin to look for Councilor Foster.

******************************** Resume Mission ******************************

XO LtCmdr Damrok says:
::Still in sickbay, waiting for news...any news::
CEO Cmdr Davis says:
::Leaning against the wall opposite Hawk; quickly, he pushes his sleeves up, feeling rather uncomfortable at present::
CSO Cmdr Senn says:
#::As the transporter released her, she cursed under her breath.  She hurt and she was annoyed.  It had not been her intention to leave the others behind, and yet the captain had ordered her out.  With so many variables, it was at that moment the logical thing to do.  But still...::
CMO Cmdr Raeyld says:
::Glances to Damrok ever so slightly as she waits for some sort of response from Moya, while still working to try to keep her stable::
Moya says:
CMO:  My daughter.  My Son.  They beat my husband.  I....  I....  ::Begins to fall back into a Seizure.::
CNS Lt Foster says:
$::Sitting on the ground wrapping a piece of his uniform around the wound on his leg, trying to secure the chunk of wood so it wouldn't move too much.::
CAG Cptn Hawk says:
@::Eyes the walls around him a bit apprehensively, wondering about their ability to withstand the rocket attacks::
CMO Cmdr Raeyld says:
::Shakes her head, and begins initiating an artificial coma to stabilize Moya::
CSO Cmdr Senn says:
::Making her way down to the transporter console, she hit the communication button, quickly routing a call to the planet.::  *CEO*:  Shoot me later.  But I am currently on the ship.  What do you need from me.

$SCENE:  The room seems to be almost empty except for a small terminal on the far wall.  The room is strangely cold and heavily filtrated through ducts in the ceiling.

CMO Cmdr Raeyld says:
XO: Commander... ::While working to modulate the coma:: ...the others in the temple may be her family. I'd like permission at least to run a basic familial relations scan from orbit, to determine if they are, in fact, her missing family members.
CAG Cptn Hawk says:
::Looks grimly at Davis::  CEO:  Back on the ship?  She may be smarter than either one of us.
CNS Lt Foster says:
$::Securing the makeshift bandage he finally takes a look around the room he was in, spotting some sort of terminal across the room he carefully pulls himself and stumbles across to it.::
XO LtCmdr Damrok says:
::Hesitates::  CMO:  What bearing do you believe it will have on her case to find them?
CEO Cmdr Davis says:
@::Stifles a sigh as best he can; he would at least pretend to be surprised by her disappearing act, or her semi-snarky, ill-timed message, but this most definitely isn't the first time for either::
MO Ens Stevens says:
@::Draws her phaser but starts looking around for rifle of some sort::
CMO Cmdr Raeyld says:
::Blinks slightly, hesitating to ensure Moya is stable and her attention can be safely diverted elsewhere, and looks slightly confused:: XO: Wh-- I--   ...The bearing that, if they are indeed related, then we will have found them.
CO Capt T’Shara says:
#::Pauses for a moment getting her bearings she gathered her thoughts.  Slowly making her way down the hall she recalled seeing Spiritual Leader Yienna disappear into a door or something behind her chair.  It was somewhere to start.  Looking at Kytides she motioned them on.::

@ACTION:  With a large explosion the door leading down to the basement explodes.  The metal fragments ring and echo as they tumble down the stone stairs.

CMO Cmdr Raeyld says:
XO: And at minimum, if she would consent to our bringing her children aboard, it would provide medical additional subjects to study to identify the true nature of the neural devices in their brains.
Guard says:
#::Raises his weapon.::  CO:  I'm sorry Usfe has ordered no one to enter.
CEO Cmdr Davis says:
@::Crouches, perhaps from flinching, or maybe just a speedy and fortunate reaction, his eyes wide open and his attention definitely grabbed by the explosion::
CNS Lt Foster says:
$::Stumbles and half walks half falls across the room and grips the console, keeping himself upright.::
MO Ens Stevens says:
@::Hides behind a crate for a few seconds before leaning out and looking for a target::
CAG Cptn Hawk says:
@::Watches the doorway grimly, waiting for the dust to clear and targets to appear::
XO LtCmdr Damrok says:
::Appears skeptical as Raeyld begins to speak, but as she concludes, his expression softens somewhat::  CMO:  ...You have convinced me.  Do what you need to do, Doctor.
CSO Cmdr Senn says:
::Concerned that she was not getting any response, she contacts the captain.::  *CO*:  Captain I am aboard.  From what I saw, the others are going to have a hard time.  Permission to send down security?
OPS Lt Fong says:
@::Crouched behind a pillar on the far end of the room from the door, bent over his comm pack, running power from one part to another with a bent paper binder he found on the floor.::
CO Capt T’Shara says:
#::Walks closer to the guard.  Raising her right hand and placing it on his shoulder::  Guard: I'm sorry but I don't have time to listen to Usfe.  ::She pinches the nerve in his shoulder::
Security says:
@::Yelling down the stairs.::  Outloud: Your position is grim.  Come out peacefully and join Usfe.  We do not wish bloodshed.
CEO Cmdr Davis says:
@::Fires in the direction of the voice::
Guard says:
#::Looks at the Captain strangely as she grabs his shoulder.::  CO:  I'm not....   ::Falls to the ground.::
CAG Cptn Hawk says:
@::Rolls his eyes::  CEO:  After how many rockets and they don't wish bloodshed?
OPS Lt Fong says:
@::Sets the pack to continue recording any local transmissions, scanning for the attacker's communications frequency.::
CAG Cptn Hawk says:
@::Blinks in surprise as the CEO shoots::  CEO:  Okay...  guess that means we're not talking?  ::Takes aim and waits for a target::
CEO Cmdr Davis says:
@CAG: I'll come out peacefully if I can do it while walking over a few of their dead bodies.

@ACTION:  Several round objects clang down the stairs and into the room.  Judging by the blinking lights it’s not something that will be pleasant.

CMO Cmdr Raeyld says:
::Looks somehow even more concerned at that, but not one to squander the moment's advantage, she quickly nods, turning care of Moya over to a nurse for the moment, as she approaches the nearest com panel::
CNS Lt Foster says:
$::Closes his eyes for a moment while he waits for the room to stop spinning then concentrates on the console.::
CMO Cmdr Raeyld says:
*Science*: I need a scan of several weak lifesigns in rooms in the back of the temple on the planet, the one from which Commander Damrok and I were beamed up.
MO Ens Stevens says:
@::Scoffs under her breath and fires a quick burst towards the opening:: CEO: What do you know, it's  your lucky day. Phaser don't make you bleed
CO Capt T’Shara says:
#::Taps her commbadge::  *CSO*: Commander Damrok already has a team ready to go.  Permission granted.  Let Damrok know what's going on.
CEO Cmdr Davis says:
@::Scurries back towards the crates behind him::
CAG Cptn Hawk says:
@::Ducks back behind cover::
OPS Lt Fong says:
@CEO: I can give you a mom...::Hears the beeping and doesn't bother looking up, simply hunkering down lower and covering his ears::
MO Ens Stevens says:
@::Screaming to everything one while hiding behind the crate:: ALL: Grenades! Take Cover!

@ACTION:  The spheres explode within the room filling it with a thick dark gas making any form of visual identity impossible.

CSO Cmdr Senn says:
*XO*:  Commander... I am aboard and the CEO's team is under attack.  Captain's permission to send assistance.
CEO Cmdr Davis says:
@::Attempts to dive over the nearest crate, as the second explosion occurs::
CAG Cptn Hawk says:
@::Begins to fire blindly in the direction of the doorway::
MO Ens Stevens says:
@::Quickly sits back up and starts firing toward the opening of the door again hoping to be near the mark::
CEO Cmdr Davis says:
@::Crashes into the crate behind the one he dove over, then rolls around and gets back to his knees, peering over the crate and drawing his phaser::
CO Capt T’Shara says:
#::Stops at the door, looking around she nods to Kytides as they both grab their phasers.  She pushes the door open, slowly looking around for more guards.::



XO LtCmdr Damrok says:
::Stands straighter, immediately alert::  *CSO*:  Understood, Commander.  I'll dispatch the teams immediately.  ::Taps his commbadge twice::  *MA*:  Damrok to Golarex.  You are immediately ordered to transporter rooms to back up away team two.  I'll notify the bridge to relay the coordinates.
CEO Cmdr Davis says:
@::Fires a sustained burst above the doorway, trying to cut through the gas or whatever the hell came out of the spheres::
SO Keysar says:
*CMO*:  Anything particular we are looking for, doctor?  ::As he speaks, he works on the limited information.::
CNS Lt Foster says:
$::Frowns as he looks down at the console, there really wasn’t much there just a few buttons.  Most of the labels he didn't understand, but one stood out, Usfe.::
CMO Cmdr Raeyld says:
::Starts sending the medical file to Keysar:: *SO*: I believe one or more individuals in that area may be related to my patient, her children.
MA SCPO Golarex says:
::Immediately motions for his fireteams to stand and assemble, the tension thick in the cramped armory::  *XO*:  Understood, Sir.  Moving out.  Will coordinate with mission operations.

@ACTION:  Just as the dust settles from the explosion and phaser fire from the away team the room shakes with a large explosion.   Throwing everyone in the room back.  Ears ring from the concussion of the blast.  As the dust settles a large crater can be seen at the foot of the stairs.

XO LtCmdr Damrok says:
::Taps his commbadge twice again::  *TGS*:  Damrok to Oley.
CSO Cmdr Senn says:
::Torn about heading back down, she figured one stupid action for the day was enough.  As she finally had a moment to breath, all the cuts and abrasions decided to make themselves known.::
CEO Cmdr Davis says:
@::Thrown back into the crate he had just moments ago dove into, causing him to stop firing and drop his phaser even::
CAG Cptn Hawk says:
@::Having been thrown back, slowly sits up, trying to clear his head and the ringing in his ears..  stares at the crater in confusion::
OPS Lt Fong says:
@::Looks up and then turns back to the comm pack loading a file up to play at the push of a button while he continues to try and narrow the band.  He stops repeatedly as explosions and smoke distract him.::
SO Keysar says:
*CMO*:  If you will upload the DNA, I can make this quicker.
MO Ens Stevens says:
@::Rubs her eyes and shakes her head while raising her phaser, trying to focus on a target near the stairs::
CEO Cmdr Davis says:
@::Finds himself on all fours, unable to hear anything; although dazed, he realizes his phaser isn't in his hand any longer, and looks around for it::
CMO Cmdr Raeyld says:
::Taps the final button:: *SO*: Uploaded to your console now.
CSO Cmdr Senn says:
::Heads for the bridge.::
CNS Lt Foster says:
$::Glances around to see if he could find anything to pry up the cover of the console up to maybe get an idea of what this did but couldn't see anything, sighing he turned back to the console wondering if he should try one of the buttons.::
CAG Cptn Hawk says:
@::Painfully drags himself back to his firing position, still trying to ascertain what happened::
CO Capt T’Shara says:
#::Kytides and T'Shara carefully look around the room, weapons drawn.  T'Shara looks down at her tricorder scanning the room.::
CEO Cmdr Davis says:
@::Picks up the phaser; he squints, at least trying to get his bearing back even if his hearing is gone::

@ACTION:  Security personnel being running down the stairs and into the room.  They have heavy body armor on and use advanced optics in their helmets to see through the smoke.

SO Keysar says:
*CMO*:  Give me a few minutes.  ::Refocuses one of the sensors in the general area, uploading the DNA pattern.::
OPS Lt Fong says:
@::Groans slightly, dazed. He sits up slowly in the silent room.  Well at least they stopped trying to blow them up.  He looks up and presses the button on the comm pack.::
MO SCPO Golarex says:
::Leads his fire team into transporter room one::  TC:  Has mission operations gotten you the coordinates for our beamdown yet?
CAG Cptn Hawk says:
@::Seeing the vague shapes running into the room, the confusion is cleared up.  Begins firing::
CMO Cmdr Raeyld says:
*SO*: Noted.
MO Ens Stevens says:
@::Moves to sitting position and starts firing at the movement at on the stairs while drawing her knife with her other hand::
CEO Cmdr Davis says:
@::Finally gets back to his feet and observes the (visual) commotion as well, including Hawk's phaser fire; he fires as well::

@ACTION:  The room fills with weapon fire from both sides of the room.  The bright flashes cause the smoke to glow an eerie orange and red tint.

CSO Cmdr Senn says:
::In the turbolift, she unconsciously dusts debris off her.::
OPS Lt Fong says:
@::Sets his tricorder into a charging loop, snaps it closed and waits for it to start whistling.  He sees it start flashing emergency colors and winces before throwing it at the other side of the room.::
MO Ens Stevens says:
@::Moves toward the remnants of an overturned crate for cover, knife ready and phaser still firing::
TGS GySgt Oley says:
*XO*: Oley here.
OPS Lt Fong says:
@::Continues to flood the vicinity of what he thinks is the guard's radio frequency with a piercing screaming whistle that will probably cause hearing damage::
TO Lt Kingston says:
::Nods to Carucyn as he steps up onto the pad in transporter room two with the rest of her fireteam::  *MA*:  Fireteam two in position.  ::Steps up onto the pad herself::
CO Capt T’Shara says:
#::Checks several doors but so far nothing.  She kept looking around for Usfe or another guard.::
OPS Lt Fong says:
@::Is pretty sure that he should be able to hear the phaser fire, and is beginning to worry that he can't::
CSO Cmdr Senn says:
::As the lift stops, she steps off an looks around.::
XO LtCmdr Damrok says:
*TGS*:  Sergeant, I need your unit on ready standby.  We're sending tactical forces to the surface to attempt to relieve a siege on Commander Davis' away team, and they might need to be reinforced depending on the situation on the ground.  When can you be ready?
CEO Cmdr Davis says:
@::Fires across the room, targeting anything moving, or appearing to move::
CNS Lt Foster says:
$::Sighs as he doesn't see anything else down here that might help him get out he moves his hand near the button labeled Usfe, holding his breath he pushes the button, glancing around to see what will happen.::
CEO Cmdr Davis says:
*XO*: Three minutes.
NAV SSgt Ch’Pok says:
::Hits Selam in the back of the head::  Selam: Go time.
CO Capt T’Shara says:
#::Holds her hand up to Kytides to stop as she looks at her tricorder.::  CTO:  I'm picking up a life sign.  ::Motions in the direction of the far room.::
SO Keysar says:
*CMO*:  I have your information.  Scans are 90% accurate that none of the people in that room are related to your patient.
XO LtCmdr Damrok says:
*TGS*:  Glad to hear it.  ::Smiles a little bit despite the situation::  I'll let you know at first news.
CSO Cmdr Senn says:
::Seeing the XO was not there and things were in hand, she walked over to science and had Keysar report.::
CMO Cmdr Raeyld says:
::Sighs a little:: *SO*: Understood, thank you. Raeyld out.    ::Turns away from the comm and looks to Damrok::
BCH SSgt Selam says:
::Nods, figuring he'd find a time to get back at Ch'Pok later, if he wasn't afraid that Ch'Pok would rip off his arm and hit him with the wet end of it::

$SCENE:  A small opening appears in the floor about 2 meters from the controls.  Stairs leading down can be clearly seen thanks to the dim led lights along the stair well.

Yieena says:
#::Enters the room and stops.:: CO:  You should not be in here Captain.  These are my private quarters and a place of worship.
CC LtJG Agraktis says:
::Looks up as Senn enters the bridge, but only momentarily...slides from primary tactical to secondary, running more windows and doing more multitasking than seems at all feasible::
TGS SSgt Oley says:
ALL: Rico, Omar, let's go.  ::Points at Lon Suder as well::  Transporter Room 1 ASAP.
MO Ens Stevens says:
@::Stops firing for a minute to look for anyone coming close::
CSO Cmdr Senn says:
::Does not hide her disappointment.  She had hoped they would have learned something.::
CNS Lt Foster says:
$::Lets out the breath he had been holding, having half expecting it to summon her back but then curses as he considers the stairs, hobbling over to the opening.:: Self:  Nothings ever easy.  ::Carefully he takes a step down wincing as pain shoots up his leg but just grits his teeth and continues down the stairs.::
TO3 LtJG Arellano says:
*MA*:  Fireteam three ready, Chief.  Let's do this.  ::Gets her rifle to a ready position and works to stifle a half-grin::
TGS SSgt Oley says:
::Looks towards Clark's office::
MO SCPO Golarex says:
*XO*:  Fireteams ready, Sir.
XO LtCmdr Damrok says:
::Nods once::  *MA*:  Commence operation.
TGS SSgt Oley says:
::Grabs his fire belt and helmet, then jogs down a short way towards Clark's office::
XO LtCmdr Damrok says:
::Glances to Raeyld as he gives the order to go, then turns fully around and approaches her::  CMO:  Any news?
MO Ens Stevens says:
@::Seeing no one close enough for a melee encounter, returns to providing suppressing fire::

@ACTION:  Security teams continue to enter the room as personnel fall within the room.   Then all becomes quiet.  The last of the team falls at the stairs...

TGS SSgt Oley says:
TL: Sir, we were just summoned on standby.
MO Ens Stevens says:
@::Stops firing and watches for any movement, expecting another grenade or rocket::
CMO Cmdr Raeyld says:
XO: No one in the area is related. It would take extensive time and invasive scans to find her family planet-wide.  ::The times and debate still fresh in her mind from the incident with Avilon Vell...just the passing thought of which steals away a bit of her color::

@SCENE:  As smoke begins to thin glowing packs flash on the armored bodies.

CAG Cptn Hawk says:
@::Ceases fire, then sees the glowing packs.  Mutters::  Oh for crying out fricking...

@ACTION:  Movement can be heard above as if more security is up there but now moving out quickly.

TL Capt Clark says:
::Nods::  TGS: Run with it, Gunny.
MO Ens Stevens says:
@::Stands and sprints before diving behind better cover:: All: Grenades!
XO LtCmdr Damrok says:
CMO:  ...I'm sorry.  I know it would have been an important lead...regardless of other considerations.
CSO Cmdr Senn says:
*CEO*:  A team should be arriving to help out... if you still need it.  ::Hopes someone answers.::
OPS Lt Fong says:
@::Continues to work on the comm pack, not looking up, waiting for the flashing at the corner of his eyes to stop::
XO LtCmdr Damrok says:
*CEO*:  Damrok to Davis.  You have four fireteams inbound and Lima Company is on hot standby.  What is your situation?
TGS GySgt Oley says:
TL: Aye, sir.  ::Turns immediately, not wanting Clark to see his obvious disdain for this jackass of a CO, and his unwillingness to lead from the front, the rear, or anywhere else::
CEO Cmdr Davis says:
@::Watches the smoke with obvious disdain for his current life circumstances::  *XO*: Not good, Commander, Not good.
CMO Cmdr Raeyld says:
::Nods slowly, though still reluctant and withholding somehow:: XO: I understand. I'll continue my scans and keep you updated on and discoveries regarding the device.  ::Having not made eye contact once since turning back, she moves now to Moya's side and resumes her scans::
CO Capt T’Shara says:
#::Glances at Kytides and nods to continue looking.::  Yienna: We mean no disrespect but we are looking for a member of our crew.
CEO Cmdr Davis says:
@CAG/MO/OPS: Fall back!  
XO LtCmdr Damrok says:
*CEO*:  Don't counter attack unless you think you have an edge to press, Commander.  Stay safe.  We'll try to draw them off.
Yieena says:
#CO:  You and your people are no longer welcome here Captain.  You should return to your ship and leave us and Usfe in peace.
CAG Cptn Hawk says:
@::Nods...  probably a good plan.  Keeping low, begins to back into the room behind them::
TGS GySgt Oley says:
::Returns to the squad bay, which is now empty; he makes his way for the Turbolift::
MO Ens Stevens says:
@::Stands and grabs Fong and drags him with her towards the backroom::
CSO Cmdr Senn says:
SO:  Do you have a sensor lock on our people?
CNS Lt Foster says:
$::Curses as he starts to slip as his leg gives out from under him barely able to catch himself on the wall, he pauses for a moment then begins to hop down the stairs to keep the weight off his injured leg.::
CEO Cmdr Davis says:
@::Navigates around two crates, turning back and watching to make sure Hawk is able to follow::
OPS Lt Fong says:
@::Is surprised as he is dragged, he grips the comm pack and drags it after him::
SO Keysar says:
CSO:  Just general.
CEO Cmdr Davis says:
@*XO*: Acknowledged.
CSO Cmdr Senn says:
::Simply nods... way to familiar with this waiting game.::
XO LtCmdr Damrok says:
::Hears the stern retreat order over the comm and immediately taps his badge twice again::  *TGS*:  Sergeant...you're an immediate go.  Your priority is extracting that away team and any Daconian friendlies with them.  Make it happen.
TGS GySgt Oley says:
::Exits the turbolift and rounds the corner directly into the transporter room::  *XO*: That's a rog, Commander. We're inbound.
TGS GySgt Oley says:
::Looks at the crew member behind the console::  TC: Can you get us down there somewhere where we won't be fired on immediately after materializing?
CC LtJG Agraktis says:
::Continues pulling live data from mission operations and syncs it to Lima Detachment's tricorders and heads-up displays, combining feeds from shipboard sensors and security personnel's scans on the ground::
CNS Lt Foster says:
$::Leans against the wall as he finally makes it to the bottom of the stairs breathing heavily, glancing around he whistles softly at the site.  He was now in a large room, computers filled it, the room was cold, likely to help keep all those computers from overheating.  Carefully he moved farther into the room.::
TC CPO Butler says:
::Checks the scanners:: TGS: Shouldn't be a problem.
TGS GsSgt Oley says:
::Near the console, he looks at the map of the surface::  TC: In the tree line here would be good.
Automated Voice says:
$Outloud:  Welcome user to the Unified Systems Followers Environment Corporations Model 110-44 computerized command center.  Please use the provided clean room suits before entering the main control center.
TGS GySgt Oley says:
::Turns and jumps up on to the pad::  All: Guns up.
CO Capt T’Shara says:
#Yienna: I would like to leave you in peace but I'm not leaving until I find my missing crewmen.  Perhaps you know where he is.
TGS GySgt Oley says:
TC: Energize when ready.
TC CPO Butler says:
::Nods:: Scattered deployment.  Energizing.
Yienna says:
#CO:  You will leave my planet now Captain.  ::Pulls out a small weapon.::  One way or another.
CSO Cmdr Senn says:
::She would only put it down to tired, but she did not see Theron's signal on the planet.  Was he also aboard?.::  SO:  Where is Lieutenant Foster's signal?
OPS Lt Fong says:
@::Groans loudly now in the back room, he gets his feet under him, looks at the MO for a moment then picks up the pack and heads quickly for the far side of the room::
CNS Lt Foster says:
$::Mutters under his breath.::  Self:  Unified systems fo... Usfe.  ::Glancing around he looks for the clean room suits, might be good idea to follow whatever procedures the system had for now in case it had some sort of defense system.::
MO Ens Stevens says:
@::Hides behind the wall near the door frame and looks around to see if anyone else is coming down::
CEO Cmdr Davis says:
@::Enters the back room as well::  CAG/OPS/MO: We just need to hold out for a few minutes. There are security teams heading here, as well as the Marine detachment.
SO Keysar says:
::It was hard for a Klingon to show remorse, but briefly he did.::  CSO:  I am sorry, commander.  But the last readings we have of Lieutenant foster were a flat line from his badge.
MO Ens Stevens says:
@CEO: Roger that, Commander
CEO Cmdr Davis says:
@CAG/MO: For right now, continue a firing pattern, and keep any of the explosive stuff out if you can.
CAG Cptn Hawk says:
@::Waves his hand dismissively::  CEO:  Piece of cake!  It's gone swimmingly so far!  ::Grins::
CNS Lt Foster says:
$::Spotting some suits nearby he moves over in that direction.::  Automated Voice:  What exactly does the Unified system do?
XO LtCmdr Damrok says:
CMO:  I'll be back soon, Doctor.  Keep me updated.
CEO Cmdr Davis says:
@OPS: Any ideas for a distraction, an explosion, or anything more helpful...I'm all ears. 
CSO Cmdr Senn says:
::Hiding her fear in annoyance::  SO:  Find his life signs.  There are only so many humans on that planet.

$SCENE:  A row of hanging white clean room suits are on the wall just above a small bench.  Masks, hoods, gloves and booties are in a small locker just to the left of the suits.

CSO Cmdr Senn says:
*CO*:  Captain, we are not reading Lieutenant Foster.  Do you know his situation?
XO LtCmdr Damrok says:
::Jogs out of sickbay toward the nearest turbolift and enters::  Turbolift:  Bridge.
CNS Lt Foster says:
$::Collapses onto the bench by the suits and first checks the wound in his leg, it throbbed with pain and seemed to still be bleeding.  Pulling another strip from his uniform, he changed out the bandage.::
SO Keysar says:
CSO:  Ma'am, I tried earlier with no luck.

@ACTION:  The Claymore's Marine fire teams arrive undetected on the small island.

CSO Cmdr Senn says:
SO:  Near the CEO's team is a rock that blocks signals.  Beam me a sample aboard.  Send it to science lab two.
SSE Sgt Omar says:
::His colors change immediately to match the trees, and he bolts towards the communications building::

ACTION:  Sensors on the Claymore fail.

NAV SSgt Ch’Pok says:
@::Follows Omar, not needing directives from Oley or anyone else::
OPS Lt Fong says:
::Does not appear to notice the CEO's statement as he continues fiddling with the comm pack::
SO Keysar says:
::Frowns::  CSO:  There seems to be a problem with sensors.
CO Capt T’Shara says:
#::Glances to Kytides who is behind Yienna.  T'Shara begins to think Yienna is behind Usfe.::  Yienna: What are you hiding?  Why are you in such a hurry for us to leave?  ::T'Shara moves around a bit.::

ACTION:  Lights all over the Claymore go offline.

TGS GySgt Oley says:
@::Nods to Rico::
CNS Lt Foster says:
$::As quickly as he can he begins to put on one of the suits, his eyes watering with pain as he pulls the suit over his leg.::
CSO Cmdr Senn says:
*Engineering*:  Engineering.  We are having issues with sensors... ::Looks up:: and lights.
XO LtCmdr Damrok says:
::Arrives on the bridge and strides out, immediately heading toward sciences::  CSO:  Commander, are y--  ::Frustrated::  Aloud:  Report!
TC CPO Butler says:
::Looks up at the lights:: Aloud: That isn't a good sign. *Bridge*: Power failure in Transporter Room one.
CAG Cptn Hawk says:
@::Glances over at Fong, hoping he's making something really cool.  If not, Hawk was gonna be a tad annoyed at the lack of fire support from the Ops officer.::
SPR Sgt Sanchez says:
@::Moves parallel to Ch'Pok and Omar, staying in the tree line for right now::
CSO Cmdr Senn says:
*XO*: We lost sensors followed shortly by lights.  I contacted engineering.  Waiting to hear from them.
TGS GySgt Oley says:
@::Motions for the others to follow for right now, and he takes a path on the edge of the tree line::
XO LtCmdr Damrok says:
*TC*:  Power failure everywhere, Chief -- we'll let you know as soon as we know anything.
OPS Ens Cawney says:
::Frantically trying to figure out where the power is going::
CSO Cmdr Senn says:
::As she talks, she automatically begins to search out the reasons for loss of sensors.::

ACTION:  Main deflector begins to send a high energy beam down to the planet.



SO Keysar says:
::Pulls up the computer records from around the ship to see if they had a record for what occurred before the loss of power.::
CNS Lt Foster says:
$::Finally able to get the suit on, it didn't really fit him too well but hopefully it would pass he moved back toward the computer banks, glancing around looking for anything that might be a control console.::
OPS Ens Cawney says:
XO: Someone is using the main deflector...
SO Keysar says:
XO:  Commander, the deflector dish has been activated.
XO LtCmdr Damrok says:
::Looks out into the dark of the bridge for a moment::  CSO:  I don't believe in coincidences...we have away teams and security personnel planetside in a critical situation, and there's a power failure?  If I thought the Daconians technologically capable, I would think we had -- ...been boarded.  ::Considers for a moment more::
SO Keysar says:
::Works to turn it off.::
XO LtCmdr Damrok says:
::Gets the report in stereo::  OPS/SO:  Can anyone shut it down?
CSO Cmdr Senn says:
::Turns to look over her shoulder with a frown.::  XO:  How?  They do not have the technology?
SO Keysar says:
XO:  Forward deflector controls are locked.
XO LtCmdr Damrok says:
CSO:  They don't.  Their god -- or whatever she is -- might.  Were you able to find out anything further about her?
OPS Ens Cawney says:
::Begins trying to re-rout power:: XO: The beam appears to be targeted at the planet, I suggest altering our orbital attitude.
TGS GySgt Oley says:
@::Holds his fist up in the air, and holds his position as well; he takes a hard look towards the comm building::
XO LtCmdr Damrok says:
OPS:  Can you shunt power away from the deflector?
OPS Ens Cawney says:
XO: That is what I'm trying to do.
CSO Cmdr Senn says:
XO:  Only what the group we discovered told us.  Which was very little.  I thought I had it figured out why they had been left undetected, but that was quickly disproved.  Unless the group had a traitor that gave away their location.
INT CWO2 Brelin says:
@TGS: Several flying craft still, Gunny. How do you want to proceed?
XO LtCmdr Damrok says:
HLM:  Helm, do it.  Orient the Claymore to put the deflector out of firing arc of the planet.
Yienna says:
#::Raises the weapon pointing it at T'Shara.::  CO:  Your no longer welcome Captain.  Your people are ruining everything.
TGS GySgt Oley says:
@COM: Flanny, go the other way--back the way we came. Hurry. And then prep the biggest boom you have on you.
COM Sgt Flanagan says:
@::Nods, turns, and sprints along the tree line::
CSO Cmdr Senn says:
::Refusing to believe Theron dead, she put her focus on the immediate situation.::
SSE Sgt Omar says:
@::Drops to the ground, and watches as Ch'Pok drops down beside him::
CNS Lt Foster says:
$::Stops not able to really see anything that might be a master control, not even sure if he would recognize one if he saw it he moves to the nearest console and looks for any control, there didn't appear to be any on this one.::  Computer:  Show me a schematic of this system.
XO LtCmdr Damrok says:
CSO:  Possible.  We need to be prepared for any eventuality.  If we do have boarders...well...we encountered Usfe directly, on the planet.  Besides a near field telepathic influence, we also detected that she was capable of a high-energy plasma discharge.
XO LtCmdr Damrok says:
CSO:  We can't operate or be sure with internal sensors down.  If you can get any of your people out and about the ship with tricorders to try to fill the hole that is our internal sensor data, it would be very much appreciated.
SSE Sgt Omar says:
@*TGS*: Point to CO. Frontal assault difficult. Need to clear birds.
Computer says:
$CNS:  The entire schematic will take 75 hours to bring up from archive and display.   Shall I begin to process your request?
CSO Cmdr Senn says:
XO:  Which makes me lean more to the traitor idea.  I cannot see why else those soldiers would suddenly attack us.  We were, after all not doing anything other than working with the idea of removing refugees but their request.
COM Sgt Flanagan says:
@*TGS*: Standing by.
TGS GySgt Oley says:
@*COM*: Copy.
CSO Cmdr Senn says:
::Nodding, she makes her way to the lift.::  SO: Keep working on trying to get sensors up.
CNS Lt Foster says:
$::Shakes his head, how big was this thing.::  Computer:  Cancel my last request.  Show me the primary function of this system.
SO Keysar says:
::Nods::
OPS Lt Fong says:
@::Finally sighs, he lifts the transmitter dish and aims it at the room's door, a crude targeted audio discouragement projector designed to produce a cone of ultra-low frequency noise at the right frequency and amplitude to produce bladder discomfort and possible audio hallucinations.  He points it at the door and waits for someone to come through.::
XO LtCmdr Damrok says:
CSO:  It's possible.  I would warn Davis of the possibility, but merely doing so might tip off a possible mole.  I trust him to be situationally aware enough to recognize that could be the case in this situation.
TGS GySgt Oley says:
@*SSE*: Target nearest bird. Initiate with surface boom.
CSO Cmdr Senn says:
::Not taking a chance on the lift, she goes to the emergency access way and entering her code, she slips through it, closing it behind her.::
SSE Sgt Omar says:
@*TGS*: Acknowledged. Standing by.
SSE Sgt Omar says:
@::Preps a cylinder with three grenades::
Computer says:
$CNS: Primary function of the USFE Corp Model 110-44 is to control and automate everyday functions from the Daconian population.  This allows more time for research and science endeavors, space research and exploration.
TGS GySgt Oley says:
@*SPR/COM*: Crossing pattern. Then target nearest birds. Surface boom initiates.


CSO Cmdr Senn says:
::Contacts her people, pulling some of them out of bed, and puts them on alert.  They were to search, not engage.  If they found anything unusual, they were to contact her or Commander Damrok::
SPR Sgt Sanchez says:
@::Prepares a rocket attachment to his rifle::
CNS Lt Foster says:
$Computer:  Is there a telepathic component to the Usfe system?
XO LtCmdr Damrok says:
::Stays where he is, not particularly interested in staggering around in the dark -- just folds his arms and waits::
CMO Cmdr Raeyld says:
::Continues quietly and guardedly on Moya::
SSE Sgt Omar says:
@::Grips the cylinder::
TGS GySgt Oley says:
@::Wipes his brow, scanning the area one last time::  *SSE*: Initiate.
SSE Sgt Omar says:
@::Takes the cylinder and heaves it right in the middle of the largest concentration of ground forces::
SPR Sgt Sanchez says:
@::Waits for the explosion from Omar's detonation, then fires the rocket at the nearest aircraft::
Computer says:
$CNS:  USFE Corp Model 110-44 is not tied to biological systems.   USFE Copr Model 110-44 was integrated into the central computer hub located here at the state capital building.
COM Sgt Flanagan says:
@::Fires his own rocket at the nearest aircraft to him as well, different from the one Sanchez fired at::
NAV SSgt Ch’Pok says:
@::Removes his own phaser rifle, firing at still another aircraft::
TGS GySgt Oley says:
@All: Rush!

@ACTION:  Weapons fire seemingly out of nowhere.  Security guards turn as the first explosions begin to bring down their air support.    Across the island addition explosions light the sky as large black clouds form.

BRC SSgt Selam says:
@::Jumps out of his crouch and charges towards mayhem, immediately followed by the rest of the team, including Oley::
MO Ens Stevens says:
@::Hears the explosions and drops to the ground watching the entrance to the basement but ready to roll to cover quickly::
SSE Sgt Omar says:
@::Appears suddenly in the middle of a group of soldiers, firing a phaser into the chest of one, then turning around and breaking the neck of another before disappearing into the surroundings::

@ACTION:  From below the sound of explosions can be felt through the floor of the basement.   From the stairs guards yelling comings followed by weapons fire.

CEO Cmdr Davis says:
@MO/OPS/CAG:  I think that's our cue.
CNS Lt Foster says:
$::Frowns wondering where the telepathic field was coming from.::  Computer:  Is there a way to shut down the system?  What effect will this have on the planet?
CAG Cptn Hawk says:
@CEO:  Yup... ::Rushes out of the room, firing as he goes to catch the security team in the cross fire.
TGS GySgt Oley says:
@::Levels his phaser forward and fires::

CEO Cmdr Davis says:
@::Quickly follows, not wanting to miss the opportunity to force the guards from the opening and give them their ticket out of this hell hole::
OPS Lt Fong says:
@::Still doesn't appear to hear them, but as the crew rushes forward he picks up the comm pack and follows as quickly as he can manage::
Computer says:
$CNS: Shutdown commands are currently offline.  USFE Corp Model 110-44 is in complete automatic mode and should not be tampered with.

@ACTION:  The guards turn now trying to fire at both teams.   A shot rings out glancing Fongs leg as he rushes up the stairs.   Now off balance he slips and falls back down the stairs onto the dead bodies below....

****************************** Pause Mission 5 min ******************************
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